
cannabis Solution 
How can you protect your product from cultivating to dispensary?
LILIN provides a one stop shop for all your security needs from cultivating to dispensary. LILIN network video recorders and 
cameras have 24/7 continous recording for 4 years protecting your products day and night. 

secure product transporation
Protect your products on the go with LILIN’s mobile solution. LILIN mobile network video
recorders and cameras surveils 24/7 with GPS providing day and night package tracking. 
Mini turret cameras and pancake cameras are great for ensuring protect safety from 
warehouse to dispensary. 

greenhouse + Dispensary protection 
LILIN cameras have 24/7 continous recording for 4 years for grow room protection. 
LILIN lowers labor costs with TV wall server allowing users to watch multiple
channels. 7 Series cameras with EDGE AIDA licenses detect license plates (EDGELPR), 
color and car make (EDGECARMAKE), and detect human and vehicles on premises 
(EDGEFLOW) for your protection. An I/O box paired with a 7 Series camera and an EDGE 
AIDA license controls gate to allow or blacklist vehicles’ entries. 

theft prevention 
VIVIDKNIGHT cameras show 24/7 full color making it easier to surveil during night time 
in grow rooms and warehouses. Fisheye cameras provide 360 detection covering all 
angles for optimal protection. PTZ cameras detect movement after hours and alert staff 
of suspicious activities. LILIN AI technology can set up detection zones to alert staff and 
prevent theft. 



cannabis Applications

Starvis 4K P-Iris Auto Focus IR AI Smart IP 
Camera | Z7R8182X3-P
LILIN Smart IP cameras paired with EDGE AIDA 
licenses detect license plate (EDGELPR), car color, 
and car make (EDGECARMAKE) to surveil car entry 
to facility. 
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MOBILE NVR| NVR408M 
Mobile NVR provides you with 24/7 continous 
footage recording during product transportation. 

PANCAKE CAMERA | P6R3782E2
The Pancake camera’s low profile shape allows 
the camera be hidden within the vehicle giving 
you covert security. 
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FISHEYE CAMERA | F2R36C2IM 
Fisheye camera provides 360 detection covering 
all angles for surveillance in grow rooms, 
warehouses and dispensaries. 
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VIVIDKNIGHT turret CAMERA| E6W9282AX
VIVIDKNIGHT Camera provides 24/7 full color 
surveillance making it easy to surveil dispensaries 
during the night time. Full color allows you to see 
color images even in total darkness. 
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